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Advertising escape ability could reduce predatory attacks. However, the effectiveness
of certain phenotypic cues (e.g., color, shape, and size) in signaling evasiveness is still
unknown. Understanding the role of such signals in driving predator learning is important
to infer the evolutionary mechanisms leading to convergent evasiveness signals among
prey species (i.e., evasive mimicry). We aim to understand the role of the color pattern
(white patches on dark background) and morphology (extended butterfly hindwings)
in driving learning and avoidance of escaping prey by surrogate avian predators, the
European blue tit. These cues are common in butterflies and have been suspected
to advertise escape ability in nature. We use dummy butterflies harboring shape and
color patterns commonly found in skippers (family Hesperiidae). The prey models
displayed the studied phenotypical cues (hindwing tails and white bands) in factorial
combinations, and we tested whether those cues were learned as evasive signals
and were generalised to different phenotypes. Our results suggest that hindwing tails
and white bands can be associated with prey evasiveness. In addition, wild blue tits
might learn and avoid attacking prey models bearing the studied phenotypic cues.
Although blue tits seem to have an initial preference for the phenotype consisting of
white patches and hindwing tails, the probability of attacking it was substantially reduced
once the cues were associated with escaping ability. This suggests that the same
morphological cues might be interchangeable as preference/avoidance signals. Further
investigation of the salience of hindwing tails vs. white bands as cues for escaping ability,
revealed that predators can associate both color pattern and shape to the difficulty of
capture, and possibly generalize their aversion to other prey harboring those cues. More
studies with larger sample sizes are needed to confirm this trend. Altogether, our results
highlight the hitherto overlooked role of shape (butterfly hindwing tails) for signaling
prey unprofitability.
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INTRODUCTION

Anti-predatory interactions can lead to astonishing phenotypic
diversity shaped by selection and adaptation. A classic example
of natural selection is aposematism, when predators learn to
associate a prey phenotype (e.g., a vivid color pattern) with an
unpleasant experience (Poulton, 1890; Cott, 1940). This results
in the selection of signals advertising unprofitability, which
predators can recognize and generalize to avoid defended prey
(Ruxton et al., 2004). Aposematic cues are warning signals that
are present in prey species and indicate the existence of defense
mechanisms, such as secondary chemical compounds (Pawlik
et al., 1988; Santos et al., 2016) or primary defenses, such as
warning coloration (Johansen et al., 2011; Pinheiro et al., 2016)
or elusiveness (FitzGibbon and Fanshawe, 1988; van Belleghem
et al., 2020).

In advertising unprofitability associated with a primary
defense, there is still little empirical evidence on how predators
learn and respond to different phenotypes, and whether signaling
evasiveness is beneficial for both prey and predators in nature
(Gibson, 1974, 1980; Hancox and Allen, 1991; Pinheiro and
Freitas, 2014; Llaurens et al., 2021; Páez et al., 2021). Warning
colorations associated with secondary defense mechanisms
have been studied extensively and we have already a good
understanding that bright, contrasting colors are easy to learn
and memorize by predators (Dell’aglio et al., 2016; Casas-
Cardona et al., 2018). However, other phenotypic cues, like
body shape or combination of cues (e.g., coloration and shape)
have been studied much less (but see Valkonen et al., 2011;
McLean and Herberstein, 2021) and have not been associated
with advertising evasiveness. While the effect of shape has been
tested for secondary defense mechanisms (Valkonen et al., 2011;
unpalatability – Hegedus et al., 2019), the salience of shape in
advertising prey evasiveness is yet to be tested conclusively.

Cues that advertise difficulty of pursuit have been studied
in a few living organisms [e.g., weevils (Guerra, 2019) and
butterfly/grasshoppers (Balgooyen, 1997)] and largely lacked an
experimental design to test for stimulus salience among prey
colors and body shapes (Young, 1971; Srygley, 1994; Pinheiro,
1996; Golding et al., 2005). In palatable butterflies, certain color
patterns, such as white bands on forewings, have been associated
with advertising escape ability, but such conclusions were based
only on observations in the field of tropical insectivorous birds
aiming to attack flying butterflies (Pinheiro and Freitas, 2014;
Pinheiro and Cintra, 2017). Further, butterfly wing shapes are also
strongly correlated with flight speed and maneuverability (Ortega
et al., 2017; Le Roy et al., 2019), which might as well advertise
escape ability in the form of flight behavior and be under strong
selection pressure (Srygley, 1994). The evidence for cues solely
advertising difficulty of pursuit is also equivocal as certain wing
shapes, such as hindwing tails, and certain color patterns, such as
eye spots, have been related to deflecting attacks (Weeks, 1903;
Blest, 1957; Lyytinen et al., 2004), disruptive cryptic coloration
(Tan et al., 2020), and camouflage (Cuthill et al., 2005; Fraser et al.,
2007). For example, butterfly hindwing tails are fragile and are
attacked more often compared to other body parts, suggesting an
evolutionary pressure driven by predators for a deflection effect

and the salience of tails (Chotard et al., 2022). Nonetheless, in
the few behavioral experiments to date, it has been shown that
signaling evasiveness using colored cues might be as effective as
signaling distastefulness in educating naïve predators (Gibson,
1974, 1980; Hancox and Allen, 1991; Páez et al., 2021).

Recent molecular phylogenies have suggested large-scale
convergent patterns in wing phenotypes of skipper butterflies
(family Hesperiidae), i.e., unrelated species having evolved
similar shapes with extended hindwings (tails) and white bands
on forewings (Li et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). Skippers
possess strong evasive power among butterflies and have one
of the fastest startle reflexes in the animal kingdom (Sourakov,
2009). Although the evolutionary mechanisms driving such
convergences are not yet known, cues such as white bands might
be associated with evasive mimicry in Neotropical butterflies
(Pinheiro and Freitas, 2014).

Here, we ask whether prey color patterns and/or wing shapes
are effective in signaling evasiveness and in triggering predator
learning. Moreover, we investigate whether the generalization of
such cues to different prey phenotypes is possible. To test our
research question, we use an experimental setup that has recently
been deployed to test whether European blue tits (Cyanistes
caeruleus) learn to avoid colored evasive prey (Páez et al., 2021).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Wild blue tits have been used in behavioral experiments as
surrogate predators because of both their cognitive abilities to
learn complex feeding tasks and ease of rearing in the laboratory
(Church et al., 1998; Grieco, 1999; Hämäläinen et al., 2020). From
December 2020 to March 2021 (Year 1) and November 2021 to
February 2022 (Year 2), we caught wild blue tits in the campus
vicinity of the University of South Bohemia in České Budějovice,
Czechia (48.980N, 14.417E, and 48.992N, 14.435E). The habitat
of the birds consisted of moist to xerothermic scrubland with
poplar, pine, blackthorn, and oak. During collection, we recorded
the birds’ age, sex, and weight. We kept the birds individually in
breeding cages of 45 cm× 45 cm× 90 cm with the walls covered
from the outside by bed linen to reduce stress. The roof of the
cage was left open for illumination. The breeding cages were in a
room with a 12/12-h light cycle. We fed the birds ad libitum with
water supplemented with vitamins, sunflower seeds, insect pate,
mealworms, and mixed grains. We kept the birds in captivity for
a maximum of 10 days, and we released them back to their habitat
as soon as they completed the behavioral experiments.

All the necessary permits were obtained for this research:
license no. 1004 issued by the National Museum in Prague to
capture wild birds, license no. 43873/2019-MZE-18134 issued
by the Czech Ministry of Agriculture to keep wild birds in
captivity, permit no. 22395/2014-MZE-17214 issued by the
Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic, and license
no. MZP/2020/630/1544 was granted by the Czech Ministry of
Environment to conduct behavioral experiments with wild birds.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty
of Science, University of South Bohemia, and the experiments
were approved by a licensed person (Petr Veselý – license no.
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CZ02766 issued by the Ministry of the Agriculture of the Czech
Republic). This research adhered to the Association for the Study
of Animal Behaviour/Animal Behaviour Society (ASAB/ABS)
guidelines for the use of animals in research and complied with
the laws of the Czech Republic and the European Union.

Prey Models
We used paper models (distance between both tips of the
forewings: 3 cm; distance between the top of the head and
end of the hindwing tail: 3.2 and 1.8 cm for models with
and without tails, respectively) of skipper butterflies classified
in the tribe Eudamina (Hesperiidae, Eudaminae) as prey. We
constructed four phenotypes based on a photograph of the
species Autochton neis (Geyer, 1832) that was further edited
in the software Inkscape v1.0. As we were interested in wing
color patterns and shapes triggering learning of evasive prey, we
constructed the following models: the presence of hindwing tails
(phenotype T), white bands (phenotype W), white bands and
hindwing tails (phenotype WT), and neither white bands nor tails
(phenotype O) (Figure 1). Such models resemble actual skipper
butterfly phenotypes found in the Neotropics (Figures 1A–
D). We also created two butterfly dummies having different
wing color patterns and shapes, a brown dummy used as a
control during the learning phase in Year 1 (Figure 1) and a
black dummy used during the Pre-training phase to acclimatize
the birds to the experimental setup. The models were printed
using a Color LaserJet Pro MFP M277dw printer and REY
international paper 80 g/sqm.

Behavioral Experiment
We pre-trained the birds to find almond pieces (rewards) on
the underside of the dummy forewings. The Pre-training phase
started 2 days after catching the birds, so they were already
acclimatized to the breeding cages. The birds were pre-trained
in a stepwise manner, by displaying the reward in the breeding
cages: (1) two almond flakes with no dummy butterfly, (2)
almond flakes fully visible on top of two dummies, (3) almond
flakes glued to the underside of two dummies, and partially visible
from above, and (4) almond flakes glued to the underside of
two dummies, and not visible from above. The pre-training was
considered successful and the bird was ready for the experiment
once it ate all the almond pieces in each consecutive step.

The behavioural experiments consisting of initial preference,
learning, and generalization (Figure 1) was carried out in a dark
room and using 50 cm × 50 cm × 80 cm experimental boxes
made of plywood as described in Páez et al. (2021) (except that
we illuminated the cages using LED strips SQ3-300, 4800K, 74
CRI, no UV emission, 30 cm per box). The box was equipped
with a wooden perch (25 cm height), a bowl of fresh water, two
iron rails on either side for pulling the butterfly’s dummies, and
the floor was covered with a light brown wrapping paper. The
front side of the experimental box was outfitted with polarized
Plexiglas to allow observations of birds’ behavior with minimal
stress for the birds. To evaluate the motivation of the birds before
the experiments, we offered two black pre-training dummies with
hidden almonds on the underside of the model, and we waited for
their consumption.

The initial preference (Initiation phase) of blue tits for any of
the study phenotypes was tested using a subset of 17 birds during
the winter of Year 1 (December–March) and 49 birds during the
winter of Year 2 (November–February). The Initiation phase was
conducted by simultaneously offering all four butterfly dummies
(WT, T, W, and O), all arranged randomly in every trial and
recording the attack order and attack time. We waited until all
four dummies were attacked or a maximum of 10 min.

During the Learning phase, we displayed two different
butterfly dummies with hidden almonds: the control and the
escape models. Controls were allowed to be consumed. Escape
models were not allowed to be consumed. To resemble an evasive
behavior by the escaping model, we rapidly pulled the butterfly
dummy out of the cage (<1 s) as soon as the bird showed signs
of attacking the prey and was closer than 5 cm to it. The learning
experiment consisted of a maximum of 80 trials per bird. During
the first five trials, we allowed the bird to approach both models
to kickstart the learning process (see the video in Supplementary
Material 1). Afterward, we allowed the bird to make only one
choice per trial, leaving the control dummy to be consumed or
pulling the escape phenotype out of the cage. After every trial,
we swapped the sides where we placed the escaping and control
dummies, either to the left or to the right of the experimental
cage. We considered the Learning phase successful once the
control dummy was consumed in 10 consecutive trials, allowing
a maximum of 2 mistakes in between. Two different learning
setups were used, hereafter called combined cues (investigation
of whether white bands and hindwing tails combined trigger
learning of evasive prey) and separate cues (investigation of
whether white bands or hindwing tails trigger more effective and
memorable learning of evasive prey).

During the Generalization phase, we evaluated the salience of
the learned traits: shape (hindwing tails) or color pattern (white
bands). We gave a minimum of a 30-min break to every bird
after completing the Learning phase. If the bird showed signs of
fatigue (i.e., falling asleep on the perch or being uninterested in
the butterfly models and offered food) after the Learning phase,
we continued with the Generalization phase the following day.

Combined–Cues – Learning and
Generalization Phases
We studied the salience of the combination of the white
band (color) and hindwing tail (shape) when associated with
escaping behavior. During the experimental season of Year
1, the escaping model in the Learning phase was the white
bands and hindwing-tailed phenotype (WT), and the control
was represented by a brown butterfly model with different wing
shapes. The Generalization phase was conducted in the same
way as the Initiation phase, that is, all four phenotypes (WT,
T, W, and O) were simultaneously offered with the position of
phenotypes arranged randomly for every bird. We recorded the
amount of time it took the bird to attack each phenotype model
for a maximum of 10 min. If cues are memorized and generalized,
we expected that the birds avoid the WT phenotype after learning
its evasive abilities, followed by a model bearing the most salient
cue – color (W phenotype) or shape (T phenotype).
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental setup for the three behavioral tests of learning and generalization abilities of pre-trained blue tits and depiction of used butterfly
phenotypes: T, hindwing tails; W, white bands; WT, white bands and hindwing tails; O, neither hindwing tails nor white bands. The red circle marks the evasive model
during the Learning phase. Initiation was introduced during the winter of Year 1 resulting in a lower sample size. The phenotypes resemble Neotropical butterflies:
(A) Spicauda simplicius (Stoll, 1790), (B) Cecropterus carmelita (Herrich-Schäffer, 1868), (C) C. casica (Herrich-Schäffer, 1868), and (D) C. zarex (Hübner, 1818)
(captured in the Natural History Museum Berlin).

During Year 1 additional birds were processed using an altered
generalization setup, while the initiation and learning phases
were kept the same. However, due to an insufficient sample size
for this subset, the generalization results were not used, but the
Learning and Initiation results were merged with the remaining
experimental data of Year 1 discussed here (full bird list, see
Supplementary Material 2).

Separate–Cues – Learning and
Generalization Phases
We tested the relative strength of either color (white bands)
or shape (tails), in triggering the learning and generalization
of evasive prey. Individual birds were used for one of the two
Learning phase setups, each differing in the escaping model: with
T as the escape model and W as the control (Year 2_T_evasive),
and with W as the escape model and T as the control (Year

2_W_evasive) (Figure 1). We used either W or T phenotypes
as control models during Year 2 because cue efficiency might
differ between both stimuli (color and shape) and might depend
on which cue is associated with positive (control) or negative
experiences (evasive phenotype). The generalization setup was
the same for both experiments and consisted of displaying W, T,
and WT models (Figure 1). We expected that white bands and
tails will be similarly important signals for the bird predators,
thus, the birds during generalization would avoid the learned
evasive phenotype followed by the model-harboring phenotype
WT, since it harbors the salient cue (either tail or white band).

Statistical Analyses
We tested differences in attack rates between the escaping and
control models, in relation to the number of learning trials. To
evaluate the learning curves, we used generalized linear mixed
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model (GLMMs) with binomial distribution using the lme4
package (Bates et al., 2015) in R x64 4.0.2 (R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, 2020). For both GLMMs we considered
data from all tested birds (including birds that failed the learning
criterion or were non-cooperative). The GLMMs, thus, gave a
better understanding of the actual learning behavior compared
to the average number of trials needed to learn the evasive
phenotype. Using model selection, we accounted for all additive,
direct interactions between four additional factors (age, sex,
year, experiment – i.e., either WT, W, or T as the evasive
phenotype), as well as all possible second-order interactions
between these factors. Automatic model selection was facilitated
using the MUMIn package (Burnham and Anderson, 2010).
Additionally, the learning difference between both experiments
in Year 2, i.e., evasive phenotypes W and T, was compared
using a reduced GLMM by omitting data from Year 1 using
the same model selection tools as explained previously, and all
parameters (experiment, age, and sex) including their second-
order interactions.

To compare success rates (in the Pre-training and Learning
phases), as well as sex and age ratios, we employed Chi-square
tests; we compared the observed rates during Year 2 to the
expected rates based on the results from Year 1. We used standard
Chi-square tests in the Initiation and Generalization phases
to test if birds had any biases to prefer or avoid any of the
four prey types. In addition, for the comparison between attack
rates during the Initiation and Generalization phases, a Chi-
square test was used, where the initial preference’s probabilities
were considered as the null model. This was possible only for
the experiments in Year 1, where Initiation and Generalization
designs were similar, and not for experiments in Year 2,
where O was deliberately excluded from the Generalization
phase to investigate exclusively the effect of T and W. Instead,
generalization results for birds that were exposed to the two
different types of evasive prey (i.e., T and W) were compared
with each other. In all comparisons, only the first attack was
used for statistical analysis. As a complementary analysis to
our Chi-square tests, we also conducted log-likelihood tests
following Páez et al. (2021); see also (Mérot et al., 2015;
Willmott et al., 2017). We compared scenarios with different
configurations of attack rates (e.g., identical attack rates on
all prey, attack rates all different, and attack rate different for
WT) and compared them using AICc values (all scenarios are
presented in Supplementary Material 3). For Year 1 we were also
able to implement a model matching the attack rates observed
during the Initiation phase.

Graphics were generated using R x62 4.0.2 (R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, 2020 ) using the ggplot2 package
(Wickham, 2016).

RESULTS

During the experiments in Year 1 (combined cues), the Pre-
training phase was completed by 43 out of 46 caught birds
(93%), and 36 pre-trained birds (84%) learned to avoid the
escaping butterfly (phenotype WT). Of the 36 birds that passed

the Learning phase, 15 (42%) were males and 21 (58%) were
females. Three birds (8%) were juvenile hatchlings of 2020 (i.e.,
younger than 6 months), and 33 birds (92%) were at least 6-
month-old. These numbers differ significantly from those of
the birds caught during Year 2 (separate cues) (Table 1), when
63 blue tits were caught, and only 49 of these completed the
Pre-training phase (78%). Further, only 34 pre-trained birds
completed the Learning phase successfully (69%). Of the birds
that completed the Learning phase, 15 (44%) were females and
19 (56%) were males, while 16 (47%) were juveniles (caught
mostly in November and December) and 18 (53%) were adults
(see Table 1). All 34 birds completed the Generalization phase
successfully, but 1 of them was excluded because a wrong
combination of phenotypes was offered during Generalization.
During Year 2, significantly more birds failed the Pre-training
phase (N = 63; df = 1, χ2 = 25.4, p < 0.001) and the Learning
phase (N = 49; df = 1, χ2 = 7.4, p = 0.007) compared to the
experiments in the winter of Year 1. Additionally, during Year
2 the proportion of juveniles was significantly higher compared
to Year 1 (N = 34; df = 1, χ2 = 66.7, p < 0.001). No differences
in the sex ratio between years were detected (N = 34; df = 1,
χ2 = 0.08, p = 0.77) (Table 1). Further, no direct influence
of age, sex, or experiment was detected in the model selection
using GLMMs. Summarizing table for all birds is found in
Supplementary Material 2.

Initiation
Although not statistically significant, results of the Initiation
phases suggest some form of prey preference for the phenotype
WT across years (Figure 2). These results were more obvious
during the experimental season in Year 1 when almost half (47%)
of the birds attacked the WT model (white bands and hindwing
tails), followed by the O model (neither tails nor bands, 29%).
While those differences were not statistically significant with the
Chi-squared test (N = 17; df = 3, χ2 = 5.82, p = 0.12), the
log-likelihood analysis highlighted three equally likely scenarios
(i.e., 1AICc < 2; Supplementary Material 4): (1) all models are
attacked at the same rate (AICc = 35.48), (2) WT is attacked more
frequently than the other prey (AICc = 35.71), and (3) WT and O
are attacked more frequently than W and T (AICc = 35.20).

During Year 2, a similar initial preference pattern was
detected, although the differences were less pronounced as 33%
of all birds attacked WT first, followed by the O and T phenotypes
with 25% each. Again, no significant difference among the
attacked prey was detected with the Chi-square test (N = 36;
df = 3, χ2 = 2.02, p = 0.57) (Figure 2), but under the log-likelihood
framework three models were equally likely: (1) all models are
attacked at the same rate (AICc = 97.82), (2) WT is attacked
more frequently than the other prey (AICc = 99.14), and (3) W
is attacked less frequently than the other prey (AICc = 99.30,
Supplementary Material 4). Although not fully conclusive, the
observations of a possible attack preference for phenotype WT
are consistent across years and the only difference is that in Year
2 there appears to be less preference towards W, whereas in Year
1 the models W and T were less preferred.

All Initiation diagrams depicting all four attacks can be found
in Supplementary Material 5.
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TABLE 1 | Comparison between Year 1 and Year 2 regarding number of caught birds, successful birds (Pre-training and Learning phase), sex ratio, and
proportion of juveniles.

Pre-training phase* Learning phase* Sex ratio (successful birds) Age ratio (successful birds)*

Total Passed Failed Passed Failed Males Females Juveniles Adults

Year 1 46 43 3 36 7 15 21 3 33

Year 2 63 49 14 34 15 15 19 16 18

df = 1, χ2 = 25.5, p < 0.001 df = 1, χ2 = 7.4, p = 0.007 df = 1, χ2 = 0.08, p = 0.77 df = 1, χ2 = 66.7, p < 0.001

We compared the values from Year 2 to the expected values based on rates observed during Year 1. The asterisk (*) indicates significant differences between Year 1 and
Year 2 (as determined by Chi-square tests) for this category.

FIGURE 2 | Proportion of blue tits to first attack the different offered butterfly dummies (O, T, W, and WT) during Year 1 (left column), and Year 2 (right column). The
first row represents Initiation results, while the second and third rows are representing Generalization results. The number in each bar indicates the absolute number
of first attacks on this phenotype and the p-value is the result of the Chi-square test comparing any difference in attack rates among prey models within each
experiment. The red circle marks the evasive model during the Learning phase.
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Learning
Although the wild blue tits seem to have an initial preference
for the phenotype WT during the winter of Year 1, they
successfully learned to avoid such a phenotype when associated
with escaping prowess (36 of 43 birds were successful, while
6 adult females and 1 adult male did not successfully pass the
learning criteria). Among birds that succeeded in learning, the
females took on average 34.5 ± 21.8 (N = 26) trials, while the
males took 36.5 ± 22.6 (N = 15) trials to fulfill our learning
criteria (Figure 3).

During Year 2, the blue tits (18 of 23 birds were successful,
2 females and 2 males were unsuccessful, 1 male bird was a
juvenile) that learned that phenotype T is evasive (i.e., successful
birds) required on average 35.5 ± 22 trials [N = 18; males
(N = 11) = 35 ± 25, females (N = 7) = 36.3 ± 24.5]. Birds (16
of 26 were successful, 9 adult females, and 1 juvenile male failed
learning), learning that phenotype W is evasive, took on average
40.5± 26.1 trials [N = 16, males (N = 8) = 43± 25.8, and females
(N = 8) = 38± 25.1].

In the GLMM analysis accounting for the effect of trial,
experiment type (i.e., WT, T, or W, as evasive models), year,
sex, age, and their interactions, 15 models were within 2 units
of AICc from the model with the lowest AICc (Table 2). The
effect of trial was present in all best-fit models, while the effect
of year was present in all best-fit models but one. Age, sex,
and experiment were present in about half (eight models for
age and six for sex and Experiment) of the models. The model
with the lowest number of parameters (excluding the null model,
which was not retained among the best model) had an only trial
as a factor. Therefore, the birds’ avoidance of learning of the
escaping prey was best explained by the number of experiences
with the escape model represented by the learning trials, since
this factor appeared in all retained models, including the simplest
one. In addition to trial, the influence of different combinations
of factors cannot be ruled out, as they appear in some of the
retained models.

Based on the learning curves (Figure 3), the escaping
phenotype WT (shape and color) appeared to trigger the fastest
learning behavior, followed by the escaping phenotype T (shape)
and the escaping phenotype W (color). Thus, the prey shape
seemed to trigger a faster learning behavior compared to the
color cue alone (phenotype W). Additionally, males seem to learn
faster than females and juveniles faster than adults (Figure 3),
although sex and age factors were present in only half of the
models (Table 2), meaning their effect cannot be ruled out. The
GLMM, encompassing only the data from Year 2 to test for an
effect of the experiment (either W or T escaping) without the
confounding factor of year or experiment, revealed 17 models
within 2 units of the AICc of the best model (Supplementary
Material 6). The effect of the experiment was included in 12 of
these models, supporting the observation of faster learning of the
shape cue (phenotype T) than the color cue (phenotype W).

Generalization
In the experiment during Year 1, the proportion of first attacks
of ∼50% on WT in the initial preference phase was reduced
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FIGURE 3 | Predicted probability of attacks targeting the escaping model by blue tits in dependence on the number of trials. Upper-left: learning behavior
separated between different experiments; upper-right: difference in learning behavior between adult and juvenile birds; lower-left: difference between female and
male ones. Including 95% confidence intervals.
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to ∼30% after learning that WT is an evasive prey (Figure 2).
By contrast, the attack probability to the phenotype W (white
bands) rose roughly threefold, from 12 to 34%. All tailed
butterfly models (phenotypes WT and T) were more avoided
than the non-tailed models (phenotypes W and O) during the
Generalization phase, as about 58% of first attacks toward tailed
models during the Initiation phase were reduced to 36% in the
Generalization phase. Yet, the attack probabilities among the
four model types during Generalization were not significantly
different from random expectations based on the Chi-square test
(N = 36, df = 3, χ2 = 5.56, p = 0.14). Nevertheless, a statistical
comparison between the first attack probabilities in the Initiation
and Generalization phases revealed a significant shift in the
observed attack pattern driven by our Learning experiment (Chi-
square test using Initiation attack rates as the null model: N = 36,
df = 3, χ2 = 17.46, p < 0.005).

Further exploration using log-likelihood indicated that three
scenarios were equally likely (Supplementary Material 3): (1)
all phenotypes are attacked at the same rate (AICc = 72.45),
(2) lower attack rate on T and WT (i.e., aversion toward
tails, AICc = 73.07), and (3) lower attack rate on phenotype
T (AICc = 71.07). Importantly, the scenario wherein the
Generalization attack patterns matched the initiation was not
supported (AICc = 74.24, Supplementary Material 4), again
suggesting a shift in attack decisions driven by the Learning
phase (specifically, a decrease in attack rate toward WT).
Overall, these results suggest that birds might have retained
the aversion for WT that was built during the Learning phase
in a setting different from that of the Learning phase, despite
the initial preference for this phenotype. However, there is
no evidence for generalization toward models bearing some
of the learned cues: T models suffer a lower attack rate in
one of the scenarios, but this was already the case in the
Initiation phase, as testified by one of the retained scenarios.
Regarding the white band, while W had a lower attack rate
during Initiation (testified by one of the best scenarios), during
generalization it is the phenotype that suffers the largest
number of attacks.

In the experiments during Year 2, when W was the escaping
model, 53% of all birds attacked the T model first, followed by
WT (35%) and W (12%) (Figure 2). The Chi-square test revealed
no significant difference between these figures, possibly because
of a low sample size (N = 17, df = 2; χ2 = 4.35, p = 0.11).
In the log-likelihood analysis, two scenarios are equally likely
(Supplementary Material 3): (1) all models are attacked at a
similar rate (AICc = 30.46), and (2) W is attacked at a lower rate
(AICc = 30.47, Supplementary Material 4). Both these scenarios
were already represented during the Initiation but we were unable
to compare the two phases directly because the setting was not
the same (no O phenotype during Generalization). Nevertheless,
there seemed to be a shift in attack rates between Initiation
and Generalization, with attacks on T accounting for more
than half of all attacks (i.e., on T + W + WT), whereas this
proportion was only one third during Initiation. This suggests
that the learned avoidance of W might have been retained,
triggering the generalization of white bands with evasiveness to
the phenotype WT.

When T was the escaping model, there was a slightly higher
attack rate on W (T = 31%, WT = 31%, W = 38%), but this was
not significant in either the Chi-square test or the log-likelihood
analysis (Chi-square test: N = 16, df = 2; χ2 = 0.13, p = 0.93; log-
likelihood: single best model has equal attack rates, AICc = 28.82,
Supplementary Material 4). However, the fact that one of the
best scenarios in Initiation, with higher attack rates for T and WT,
is not found any more in Generalization suggests that birds might
have retained aversion against T and generalized it toward WT.

Finally, a Chi-square test comparing the generalization results
of both experiments showed a marginally significant difference
driven by attacks on T and W (N = 17, df = 2; χ2 = 5.65,
p = 0.06), suggesting again that the impact of the Learning phase
may extend to the Generalization phase.

All Generalization diagrams depicting all four attacks can be
found in Supplementary Material 7.

Overall, for Year 2, our results pointed toward learning
of evasive prey driven by butterfly hindwing tails and white
bands. However, our results were inconclusive regarding cue
salience, possibly due to the high variability in behavioral
studies stipulating large sample sizes to achieve significance,
and a potential initial preference bias toward WT (and possibly
against W). Nevertheless, our results hint at memorization of
the escaping phenotype (i.e., the perfect mimic) in a context
different from that of the Learning phase, and, possibly, to the
generalization of the learned avoidance of prey that bears cues of
the escape model, i.e., imperfect evasive mimics.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we show that coloration (white bands) and
butterfly wing shapes (hindwing tails) might be important cues
in advertising prey escape prowess. Although blue tits showed
some signs of an initial attack preference toward the white-
banded and hindwing-tailed model (phenotype WT), the birds
associated such cues with escaping prey and avoided attacking
them. This suggests that initial preference for color and shape
cues can be readily shifted toward aversion. This is in line
with the expectations of signal theory, wherein effective signals
(both sexual and warning) are those that the receiver pays more
attention to and can be rapidly learned (Smallegange et al., 2006;
Rodrigues et al., 2010; Finkbeiner et al., 2014). The patterns
observed by our study represent the first step toward a deeper
understanding of the importance of color and shape in signaling
prey evasiveness. Both factors can act as important cues and can
be memorized by cognitive predators in different attack contexts,
and potentially foster generalization of learned avoidance to other
prey bearing similar cues.

Indeed, our results suggest that differences in shape and color,
such as the presence of tails or of white bands, can be learned
and associated with escape abilities. Although white coloration
is not considered a strong aposematic signal (Cibulková et al.,
2014), its combination with other cues such as shape might
result in stronger predator learning to avoid an unprofitable
prey. Our results suggest that learning to avoid evasive prey
with expected weaker warning colorations, in this case, white
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bands instead of yellow, orange, or red, is possible (Figure 2)
and relatively fast compared to earlier escape experiments
investigating conspicuous color patterns (Páez et al., 2021).
In the case of the studied skipper butterfly phenotypes, it is
possible that distantly related and co-occurring species in the wild
converge to similar signals (white bands, hindwing tails) driven
by predatory selection. Our results also suggest that a surrogate
avian predator can learn and associate shape and color cues
with evasive behavior, either in combination (phenotype WT) or
separately (phenotypes W and T). As similar phenotypic patterns
occur in sympatric species, the possibility of sexual selection in
driving such convergences is limited, making the escape mimicry
scenario a more plausible explanation (Pinheiro and Freitas,
2014; Penz et al., 2017).

Memorability and generalization in blue tits seem to depend
on the cue combination associated with unprofitability during
the Learning phase. When WT was the escaping model (Year 1),
there was evidence for memorability, but not for generalization
to either W (increased attack rate) or T (low attack rate, but
this was already the case during Initiation). By contrast, when
the escaping model displayed only one of these cues (W or T,
Year 2), our results hint toward the possible generalization of
avoidance to WT, although this remains to be confirmed with
increased sample size. No conclusive explanation can be given
for this pattern. However, it is possible that when several salient
cues are combined, the effectiveness in advertising unprofitability
might be increased.

We cannot rule out other external drivers of preference and
memorability abilities of birds to certain phenotypic cues acting
in different years. Birds caught during Year 2 required slightly
more learning trials to succeed in our learning criteria compared
to birds caught the previous year. In addition, proportionally
fewer birds were able to successfully pass our Generalization
phase in Year 2 (53.2%) compared to Year 1 (78.5%). One
explanation is that the warmer conditions in Year 2, with
almost no snow cover nor longer freezing temperatures in
the study locality, might have influenced the learning and
memorability abilities of the birds. Similar observations were
made in Finland (J. Mappes, pers. obs.) and it has been shown
that ambient temperature influences foraging behavior in birds
(Chatelain et al., 2013). Alternatively, the higher amount of
caught juveniles during Year 2 (47%) compared to Year 1 (8%)
might have also influenced the observed differences in learning
and generalization. Likewise, the apparent initial preference for
the phenotype WT detected in Year 1 might be explained by the
higher ratio of caught adults with likely more experience with
handling prey in the wild, compared to the experiments in Year 2,
when the preference for the phenotype WT was less pronounced.

Blue tits seem to prefer attacking prey with specific coloration
and shape combinations, such as those found in red firebugs
(Propokova et al., 2010). In the case of wild European blue tits,
the marginal preference shown for white bands and hindwing
tails (phenotype WT) might come from previous experience with
butterfly phenotypes, having similar white markings, including
the palatable nymphalid butterfly Araschnia levana (Linnaeus,
1758) (summer form) and the day flying geometrid Chiasmia
clathrata (Linnaeus, 1758). However, no European butterfly

species exactly resembles the phenotype WT found in the
Neotropics. Another explanation for our findings is an apparent
preference for large dummies with tails (body size), but the
phenotype T with the same sizes were attacked at a lower rate
in our initiation tests in Year 1 when a higher ratio of adult
birds was caught. It is still puzzling that the birds did neither
prefer hindwing-tailed (shape, phenotype T) nor white-banded
butterflies (color, phenotype W), but the combination of both
is only present in the escaping model WT (color and shape).
However, it is clear that cues associated with escaping ability,
either shape or color, are effective signals as the three escaping
models W, T, and WT were learned by the blue tits.

Escape mimicry involves a primary prey defense, escape
ability, which a predator might learn following unsuccessful
attacks, which is before the capture or subjugation of prey
(Marden and Chai, 1991; Speed et al., 2010). This is in
contrast with mimicry involving secondary defenses in prey,
such as unpalatability and toxicity, which require the capture,
handling, and potential death of prey to educate naïve predators
(McLain, 1984; Mallet and Gilbert, 1995). For both predator
and prey, mimicry has benefits: prey species reduce attacks
of cognitive predators by advertising unprofitability, while
predators generalize signals from aversive experiences to make a
cost-effective decision before pursuing a prey (MacDougall and
Dawkins, 1998; Ihalainen et al., 2012). In Müllerian mimicry
(Müller, 1878), aposematic signals are shared among two
unprofitable species, thereby, sharing the cost to educate and
deter predators, whereas, in Batesian mimicry (Bates, 1862),
undefended species mimic an unprofitable model species. While
theoretical (Ruxton et al., 2004), experimental, and observational
evidence (Edmunds, 1974; Gibson, 1974, 1980; Llaurens et al.,
2021; Páez et al., 2021) supports the existence of escape mimicry,
it is yet unknown how prevalent it is in nature nor what
cues in hard-to-catch prey (color, shape) are more memorable
for predators. Here, we show that both color and shape are
strong cues in advertising evasiveness and that they can be
learned effectively by naïve predators. Because of our relatively
low sample size and the high variability in individual bird
responses, we still lack statistical power to assess the relative
effectiveness of each cue (shape and color). Thus, our study
only partially supports the hypothesis that the convergence
of white bands observed in evasive Neotropical butterflies
might be related to escape mimicry driven by avian predators
(Pinheiro and Freitas, 2014).

Hindwing tails in Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths) are
hypothesized to divert the attacks of predators to non-essential
parts of the wing (Weeks, 1903; Blest, 1957; Chotard et al.,
2022). Our results suggest that hindwing tails might as well
be involved in signaling evasive behavior for visual predators,
thereby, further reducing the risk of fatal attacks. When wild
evasive butterflies lose the hindwing tails, the coloration of the
forewings might still serve as cues signaling unprofitability, hence
acting as a two-tiered system in diverting attack and advertising
evasiveness. Nevertheless, further behavioral experiments are
needed to determine whether the salience of shape remains
when combined with stronger aposematic colorations such as
yellow, orange, or red. Our results are hinting at a more
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complex predator-prey selection dynamic where both shape and
coloration together might be of importance during learning of
prey evasive capabilities.
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